
events which should be removed by a scattering com
pensation technique for accurate quantification (2â€”5).

A comprehensive review of several techniques for
Compton-scatter correction is given elsewhere (6). Dc
velopmental approaches include the analysis of the
complete energy spectra at individual spatial locations
in each view to separate the Compton-scattered com
ponent from the unscattered component (7), but this
method has not been applied to patients. The dual
energy window method, originally proposed by Jasz
czak et al. (8), is easy to implement in the clinic and
has been shown to produce an improvement in image
quality. In this method, data is acquired in two energy
windows,a photopeakwindow and a low-energyscatter
window, simultaneously,to collect two separateimages.
The assumption is made that the events detected in the
scatter window are correlated to the scatter component
ofthe events detected in the photopeak window in such
a way that, for example, the image reconstructed from
the scatter window can be multiplied by a factor â€œkâ€•
and subtracted from the image reconstructed from the
primary window to effect scatter correction. In (8),
attenuation correction using a linear attenuation coef
ficient @L= 0.15 cm' wasapplied for both reconstruc
tions. Also, a singlevaluefor the scattermultiplier, â€œkâ€•,
equal to 0.5 was chosen by comparing a line source
imagedin air to a SPECT reconstruction of the same
source in water. The entire width of the image was
included in the analysis rather than a restricted area.
Since we are interested in accurate quantification of
radiation absorbed dose delivered to focal patient tu
mors, as in the case ofneuroblastoma patients undergo
ing metaliodobenzylguanidine(MIBG) therapyor mel
anoma- and ovarian-cancer-cell patients who are
undergoing diagnostic imaging with monoclonal anti
bodies, hot spot accuracy is our goal and a restricted
regionofinterest (ROl) is used.Accordingly, the â€œkâ€•in
our case is expected to be different from that for cold
spot imaging or unrestricted ROIs.

The generalpurposeofthis research,then, is to study
the behavior of the scattermultiplier required for ac

The dual-energywindow Compton-scattenngcorrection
technique is defined here especially for accurate quantifi
cation of focal regions having higher than average uptake.
Thequantificationis relativeto a known-activityreference
source. The scatter multiplier(â€œkâ€•value) is determined for
a radioactive @â€œTcsphere on or off the axis of a cylinder
containing water with or without background. Both maxi
mum likelihood and filtered-backprojection reconstruction
are employed.Eitherprojectionsor tomogramsare cor
rected. With tight regions of interest, there is a tendency
for the requisite â€œkâ€•value to be slightly lower as the
diameter of the cylinder is increased. Neither sphere loca
tion norbackgroundperturbsuk@however,so a constant
value is a good, first approximation. Then a two-sphere
validation test yields an accuracy of 8% with subtracted
tomograms (Â°kâ€•= 1.30) and 2% with subtracted-projec
tions (â€œkâ€•= 1.20). With a reference-source region of inter
est whichis four timeslarger,â€œkâ€•is reducedandalsonow
dependson background.Although equivalentquantita
tively, maximum likelihood is preferable to filtered backpro
jection with Chang attenuation correction since it produces

a less-noisyimage.

J NucI Med 1990; 31:90â€”98

ne of the primary objectives of single photon
emissioncomputed tomography (SPECT) is to provide
accurate quantitative cross-sectional images. The en
ergy resolution of the sodium iodide used in Anger
cameras is relatively poor (10â€”15%for the 140-keY
photons emitted from the commonly used technetium
99m (99mTc)isotope), however, and an energy window
of Â±10% centered on the photopeak is normally used.
The lower half of this window will receive photons
which have undergone Compton scattering within the
object through angles as large as 53Â°in addition to a
significant number of doubly scattered photons (1).
These scattered photons produce falsely positioned
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curate quantification of simulated tumors which have
uptakes higher than the average image region. There
are two main aims: first, to investigate the effect of
varying background levels around a spherical hot object
on the â€œkâ€•value and second, to relate the â€œkâ€•value to
â€œbody-sizeâ€•and â€œtumor-locationâ€•variation. In addi
tion, the performance of different reconstruction algo
rithms with the same data is also tested. Finally, proc
essing projection data by subtraction before reconstruc
tion (SP mode) is compared to subtraction after
reconstruction (ST mode). No tests of the effects of
nonuniform attenuation are made.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Theory
Because we are interested in correct quantification for hot

finite-extent objects, we employ the following method (which
is somewhatdifferentfrom that in Reference8) for obtaining
the â€œkâ€•value.

First, measure a â€œhotâ€•sphere containing a known activity
with the dual-window SPECT technique. Second, measure an
attenuation-and-scatter-free source by the same method so all
camera conditions remain the same, but retain only the direct
window data.

For absolute quantification in the subtracted-projection
(SP)mode, make Assumption1(illustratedin Fig. 1):

The scatter counts within the direct window are correlated
to the scatter counts within the scatter windowby the same
constant, â€œkâ€•,for all pixels in all projections.

Then, if you know â€œkâ€•,you can find the projection cor
rected for scattering, P, as follows:

P = PD k.P@,

where PDis the projectionobtained from the direct window
and Ps is that from the scatterwindow.SinceP now contains
only full-energyevents, it is obvious that reconstruction should
use the full-energy attenuation coefficient for attenuation cor
rection. The resultant number of total counts in the ROIs of
the reconstructed images, C, and the camera efficiency, e,
produce the final value for object activity, A:

(2)

The camera efficiency is assumed to be correctly and ap
propriately measured by reconstructing a scatter-free reference
source without any correction for scatter or attenuation. The
total counts within the ROIs, CR,and the known activity, AR,
then give e:

CR
e=â€”. (3)

AR

Since â€œkâ€•itself is not originally known, the procedure
shown in Figure 2 is used to obtain it with the SP mode. You
first choose a â€œkâ€•value you hope to be near the correct value.
From this valueand Equations(1) through (3), you can find
a value for the sphere activity, A, associatedwith that â€œkâ€•
value which we will call Ak. Since the true activity, A1, is
known, the error in the calculated activity, z@k,can be found:

@kAtAk. (4)

One then choosesa second, significantly-differentâ€œkâ€•value
and repeats the procedure. By plotting @kversus k, as shown
in Figure 2, one interpolates to find the â€œkâ€•value which
produces correct quantification (it corresponds to a @kvalue
ofzero).

With the subtracted tomogram (ST) mode, that was also
used in Reference8, one again starts with Equation (3). One
then makes a different assumption, which we will call As
sumption 2, namely:

A=CDkCS (5)

where CD is the sum of the counts within the ROIs for the
object found in the tomograms from the direct-window data
and C@is that withinthe sameROIsin those fromthe scatter
windowdata.

(1) From Equations (3) and (5) we obtain the â€œkâ€•value re
quired for accurate quantification of a known activity A as:

after having made the definitions below:

d CD
A

e

(6)

C@
5=â€”. (7)

A =

Counts

FIGURE 1
A sketch of the energy spectrum for a
given pixel in a given projection. The
counts in the direct window are com
posedof both scattered(linedarea)
and unscattered (white area) gamma
rays.Thecounts in the scatterwindow
areall lower-energyscatteredgamma
rays(cross-hatchedarea).By Assump
tion 1, the â€œkâ€•valueis the ratio shown.

k=

I Energy

Direct
Window

Scatter
Window
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sphere and for the cylinder (as a background). Sphere activity
was kept constant (except for decay) while that ofthe cylinder
was increased. The ratio of the specific activity, in @iCi/ml,of
the cylinder over that of the sphere was thus varied from 0,
i.e., hot sphere in a cold cylinder to 1, i.e., specific activity of
the sphere equal to that of the cylinder. The last case was
accomplished by reconstructing the acquired data ofthe high
est background study below the sphere level, i.e., for the
cylinder activity only. The specific activity of the sphere was
@-4.4@Ci/mlwhile that of the cylinder varied from 0 to 0.54
@Ci/ml.

In the second experiment, the position of the sphere was
varied between â€œonaxisâ€•and â€œoffaxisâ€•in both cylinders. The
â€œoff-axisâ€•position for each cylinder places the sphere center
5.7 cm from the axis of the cylinder. The same sphere and
activity were utilized as in experiment 1, but decay had
reduced the sphere specific activity to -@â€˜0.5@Ci/ml.

In addition to phantom imaging,a referencesource was
also used. This source was prepared by homogeneously dis
tributing 0.1 1 mCi of 99mTc over a 2.0 cm diameter filter
paper. It was taped to the camera collimator at the center.
Acquisition was as for the phantom and reconstructions were
also the same except that no attenuation correction was ap
plied due to absence of a scattering medium. Since it was in a
fixed position in the projection images, the reference source
reconstructed approximately as a spherical shell and thus was
similar in shape to the spheres for which it was the calibrator
of camera efficiency. The syringes for all sources had their
activitiesassayedin a dosecalibrator.

Two Sphere Validation
To test the accuracyof our conclusionsabout what scatter

multiplier to employ for quantification of tumors, a final
phantom experiment was conducted. A 6-cm-diameter sphere
with a known amount of activity was placed off-axis in the
large-diameter cylinder. Then, a second sphere of the same
diameter and containing approximately the same activity was
added to the cylinder to simulate a nearby organ. This sphere
was also off-axis and was 120Â°from the first sphere. The
phantom containing the two spheres was imaged in the same
way as in the other studies.

Camera and Data Acquisition
A GE â€œMaxiCamera IIâ€•(General Electric, Milwaukee,

Wisconsin)with a half-inch-thick crystal and a general purpose
low-energy collimator were employed. The camera was inter
faced to a GE STAR computer. A dual-energy window torn
ographic acquisition for the phantoms and the reference
source was accomplished. The direct window was set at 124-
154 keV (nominally 20%) and the scatter window was set just
belowit at the same width (93â€”123keV). Acquisitionswere
taken over 64 angles with 20 sec per view and spatial resolution
of 64 x 64 word. A previously-acquired energy map of the
variation of energy pulse height across the face of the crystal
obtained with a @â€œTcsource was used to correct the energy
signals. This pulse-height correction is a part of the autotune
featureof the camera.

Also, a 30 million count flood, obtained from a @mTc
source, for the direct window was evaluated to provide uni
formity correction for the projection images for each window.
This correction was made to the computer-stored data either
on-line or after acquisition.

FIGURE2
Flowchart for the SubtractedProjections,SP,modeto obtain
theâ€œkâ€•valuewithzeroerrorinthecalculatedactivity.PDand
PSare the projections obtained with the direct and the scatter
window,respectively.

Here, the tomograms are reconstructed with attenuation coef
ficients that could correspond to different energies for the
scattered and direct windows. However, we follow Reference
8 and use the same, full-energy value for both reconstructions.

Since there is an arbitrariness in the attenuation correction
with the ST mode, our choice may not result in the same â€œkâ€•
values as with the SP mode. Although the two modes may
require different â€œkâ€•values, they both may produce acceptable
quantification for a wide range of objects when the value
appropriate to the mode is used.

After one has obtained the â€œkâ€•and â€œeâ€•values by either the
ST or SP method, then unknown tumor activities can be
evaluated. In SP mode, Equations (1) to (3) are employed with
â€œAâ€•now referring to tumor activity and â€œCâ€•being counts
within the tumor ROIs. In ST mode, Equations (3) and (5)
are used. In either mode, the camera efficiency can be reeval
uated at the time ofimaging, or the value obtained at the time
the â€œkâ€•value was obtained can be reused.

Phantom Testing
In all, two cylindrical phantoms (Data Spectrum Corpora

tion, Chapel Hill, North Carolina) were used. The diameter
of the first was larger (22.2 cm outside diameter and 18.6 cm
inside height) and that ofthe second smaller (20.5 cm outside
diameter and 25.4 cm inside height). A sphere (6.0 cm diam
eter) was placed inside the cylinder supported by a plastic rod.

In the first experiment, @mTcsolution was used for the
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Deadtime Correction
To obtain quantitative information at different counting

rates, we corrected our data for the temporal resolution of the
camera, i.e., for counting rate losses due to deadtime (9,10).
The deadtime correction factor was measured for both energy
windows for each individual study using a monitor source.
This source was taped to the collimator face out of the
interestingpart ofthe field-of-viewand then coveredwith lead
to intercept gamma rays from the main object. The monitor
source contained -@.-250@Ciof 99mTchomogeneously distrib
uted over a 3.5-cm-diameter filter paper. It was covered by
1.59-mm-thick lead sheet. The monitor source was measured
by itself without the phantom at a given recorded time and
then measured again with the phantom in place. After decay
correction, the measured deadtime correction factor is the
ratio of the monitor-source count rate alone over that with
the object.

Reconstruction Algorithms
The scatter multiplier required for accurate tumor quanti

fication was evaluated for three reconstruction algorithms.
These are: (a) iterative maximum likelihood (ML) with a map
of attenuation coefficients (11); (b) filtered backprojection
(FBP) after analytic correction of projections for attenuation;
and (c) filtered backprojection, followed by Chang attenuation
correction (12) using a map ofattenuation coefficients (FBPC)
(13). This FBPC procedure was capable ofbeing employed in

an iterativemanner.

Iterative Reconstruction
Raw data were transported to a VAX 7500/VAX 8300

cluster for ML and FBPC reconstruction. Neither algorithm
requires an assumption of a uniform attenuation coefficient,
although that assumption with an attenuation coefficient of
0.15 cm@ was made for these phantoms. The FBPC program
used the same attenuation maps as ML. A slice width equal
to 3 pixels in the z direction was selected in ML and FBPC
reconstructions for both phantom and reference source studies
in order to reduce the number of slices in which ROI had to
be found.

Attenuation Maps
The correct sizing and location of a uniform attenuation

map was expected to be important for these studies. When
there wasbackgroundactivityin the cylinder,we first recon
structed the direct-window data with no attenuation correc
tion. The map was determined by the edgesof the circular
image, defined approximately by a drop in the count level to
50% of the maximum near the edge.Without background,
the same approach was used on the reconstruction of the
scatter-window data. Here, however, the edge was less defined
and so the assessment of the map center was made with less
confidence in its accuracy. To test the importance ofthe map
placement, one reconstruction was repeated with a total of 5
maps and the k value computed for each.

FBP Reconstruction
For standard FBP reconstructions, raw data were trans

ferred to an MDS A2 computer. A high-resolution â€œramp
Hanningâ€• filter was utilized. The projections were precor
rected for attenuation with a multiplicative factor calculated
for each projection element by knowing the true object
distribution.

Regions of Interest
All tomogramswereeither presentor transferredto the A2

computer for analysis and evaluation. Reference source ROIs
were determined from a semi-automatic,second-derivative
based program. The same program was applied to the no
background, big-cylinder sphere to produce a size for the
sphere ROIs in each of four planes. Due to variations in
behavior of the program, the same size ROIs did not occur
for other sphere images. To keep the sizes consistent, hand
drawing was resorted to when studying parameters such as the
level of cylinder background so as to isolate the effect of the
parameter. During these same parameter variations, a single
reference source determination was used. Measurements were
sufficiently close together in time to assume that there was no
camera variation during the course of the experiment which
would have required a new reference-source calibration.

To determine the effects on the â€œkâ€•value ofchoosing larger
ROIs than the â€œautomatedâ€•ones described above, we (a)
expandedthe sphere ROl to one with four times the area of
the â€œautomatedâ€•ROl and (b) we separately did the same for
the reference-source ROl. The effect of the change on the
requisite â€œkâ€•values was calculated.

One could also consider using larger-size sphere ROIs in
the scatter image than in the direct image. This choice would
be reasonablebecauseresolutionis known to be worsein the
scatter image. However, it would involve twice the number of
ROIs. More importantly, in clinical images there is often
activitynear the tumor, so usingthe minimum-size,meaning
ful ROIs is necessary to avoid the influence of this variable
activity.

Horizontal and vertical profiles through the reconstructed
images were used to visually assess noise.

RESULTS

Number of Iterations
Both ML and FBPC are iterative algorithms and their

output is, in general, dependent on the number of
iterations. For the ML algorithm, 16 iterations were
required before quantitative results were not changing
further within 1% to 2%. For the FBPC algorithm,
convergence was very rapid. This fact was shown by
examining the hot sphere results with increasing cylin
der backgroundactivity. For the direct-window tomo
grams, 16 iterations added -â€˜@-2%more counts within
the sphere's ROI than 1 iteration when the ratio of
specific activity in the cylinder over that in the sphere
was 0.00. This percent decreased to 1% for the case of
the specific activity ratio equal to 0.09. For the scatter
window, the differencewasinsignificant. However, cx
amination of profiles taken over the reconstructed im
agesfound more noise in the uniform-activity region
for the caseof 16iterations comparedto one iteration.
For this reason, we restricted our FBPC reconstructions
to one iteration.

Deadtime Correction
Using the monitor source method, it was found that

for the direct window, the deadtime-correction factor
increased linearly with increasing average total counts
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SpecificMap

placementSpecific

counts
scatter-window
k counts/mCicounts

direct
window

k counts/mCiâ€œkâ€•ValueOriginal

map351491.22Shift
1 pixelright,1 pixelup371581.40Shift
1pixelright,2 pixelsup391671.57Shift
1 pixel right, 3 pixels up411761.74Shift
1 pixelright,4 pixelsup431841.89

TABLE I
Effect of Attenuation Map Shift on the Scatter Multiplier

per projection in the rangebetween0 to 10 kcts/sec.
The correction factor varied between 1.00 and 1.10.
This result agrees with the paralyzable (nonextendable)
deadtime model that fits most scintillation cameras.
For the scatter window, however, the correction factor
behavedin an erratic manner. Independent measure
ments on deadtime later confirmed that the monitor
source is inaccurate for the scatter window while data
for both windows fit the same model with almost the
same parameters. Therefore, the count rate averaged
over angle was calculated for the scatter window and
used as the independent variable in the linear relation
ship for the direct-window correction factor. In this
way,a correction factor varying between1.00and 1.06
was obtained for the scatter-window data. In ST mode,
the values of â€œCDâ€•and â€œCsâ€•,in Equation (5), are
corrected by the corresponding factors.

In SP mode, these corrections are applied to the
separate projection data sets before reconstruction.

Effect of Attenuation-MapPlacement
To demonstrate the effect of attenuation map place

ment on the â€œkâ€•value, five map positions for the â€œlarge
diameter cylinder, off-axis, 0.00-specific-activity-ratioâ€•
study were tested. The results from the ML reconstruc
tion are given in Table 1.

As the map was shifted over or up so the off-axis
sphere (located at approximately 12 o'clock) tended to
be nearer the center of the attenuating medium, both
scatter and direct counts increased, but the latter more
rapidly. Therefore, the k value increased at the rate of
@,0.17 per pixel of map displacement. This large rate

highlights the importance of correct map placement.

Variation of â€œkâ€•Value with Specific Activity Ratio
The results for the hot sphere located â€œoff-axisâ€•in

the â€œlarge-diameterâ€•cylinder filled with water contain
ing increasing amounts of radioactivity are shown in
Figures 3 and 4. The sphere specific counts (kcts/l
mCi) for the scatter and direct window tomograms
using ML are plotted against the specific activity ratio
in Figure 3. Both relations are straight lines which
confirms that the attenuation maps have been correctly
located.

The resultsfor the â€œkâ€•value using different specific

activity ratios are given in the first six rows of Table 2.
Figure 4 is a plot of the â€œkâ€•value versusthe specific
activity ratio using ML and SP mode. The solid line is
at the level ofthe average value of 1.22. Although there
may be some more complicated form to the depend
ency, to first order, our results are consistent with â€œkâ€•
being independent of background.

Effect of Cylinder Size and Sphere Location
When there is no cylinder activity, the effect of

cylinder size and sphere location on the â€œkâ€•value is
given by rows 1, 7, 8, and 9 of Table 2. The results
using ML in SP mode are illustrated in Figure 5 with a
solid line representing the average value. The standard
deviation from this average value is only 2.7% so the
choice of a single â€œkâ€•value for these cases would not
lead to large errors.

On the other hand, inspection of all pertinent data
in Table 2 reveals a trend for the requisite scatter
multiplier to be slightly lower for the large cylinder than
for the small cylinder. Averaging results over the ML
and FBPC algorithms, â€œkâ€•is 10% lower in ST mode
and 4.0% lower in SP mode. Likewise, it is 5.6% lower

-.. Direct Window,d

â€¢0@ScatterWindow,s

0.0 @2 0:4 0.6 08 1:0

sp.cmc Activity RatiO
FIGURE3
A plot of specificcounts versus specificactivityratio (specific
activityof cylinder/specifIcactivityof the sphere)forthe direct
andthescatterwindowtomogramsusingMLalgorithmand
ST mode. The straight line relationship for both windows
verifiesthe accurate locationofthe attenuationmaps forthese
studies.
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a the scatter-window scatter fraction be the number of
scattered gammas within the scatter window divided by
the same denominator. Most probably, both scatter
fractions increase as the cylinder diameter increases.
However, our result (â€œkâ€•smaller for the larger cylinder)
is explained by the direct-window scatter fraction going
up more slowly than the scatter-window scatter fraction.
Thus a smaller multiplier is needed to compensate.

One also sees, from Table 2, that once a mode is
chosen, then there is agreement between the ML and
FBPC algorithms. On the other hand, there is a tend
ency for the ST mode to require a higher â€œkâ€•value for
accurate quantification. With no background, the av
erage value for all geometries and for both algorithms
using ST mode is 1.31 Â±0.09 while for SP mode it is
1. 15 Â± 0.03. The reason for the dependence of the
results on mode is most likely the difference between
Assumptions 1 and 2 (see Theory section). Note that
with subtracted projections, only accurate quantifica
tion in the final result has been required; the detailed
accuracy of Assumption 1 has not been tested or veri
fled.

Two-SphereValidation
Results of the validation study for the two iterative

algorithms are shown in Table 3. The â€œkâ€•value em
ployed is the average over all studies and both iterative
algorithms for a given mode. It is seen that without
Compton-scatter correction, the error in calculated ac
tivity is large (@â€”60%)while with correction it is much
reduced. In fact, in the subtracted-projections mode, it
is 2% or less independent of algorithm type.

Specific- M
Cylinder Specific activity
diameter location ratio STL SPFB STPC SPFBPST1â€¢

Large Off-axis 0.001.211.111.201.111.182
Large Off-axis 0.04 1.331 .241 .351.241.293
Large Off-axis 0.09 1.271 .231 .311.231.284
Large Off-axis 0.151.251.231.281.231.285
Large Off-axis 0.201.221.201.251.221.256
Large Off-axis 1.001.311.301.321.321.417
Large On-axis 0.00 1.291 .151 .271 .151.178
Small Off-axis 0.00 1.381 .171 .371.191.249
Small On-axis 0.00 1.401 .181 .381.171.25Average

1.301.201.301.211.26value
Â±0.06Â±0.05Â±0.06Â±0.06Â±0.07ML

= maximumlikelihoodreconstructionalgorithm.FBPC
= filteredbackprojectionplusChangattenuationcorrection.FBP

= filteredbackprojectionreconstructionalgorithm.ST
= subtractedtomogramsmode.SP
= subtractedprojectionsmode..

Average values from three runs at different times.

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.9 1.0

SpecIfic Activity RatIo

FIGURE4
Relationship between the â€œkâ€•value and the specific activity
ratio(cylinderover sphere) using MLalgorithmand SP mode
foraspherewithconstantactivitylocatedoff-axisinthelarge
diameter cylinder filledwith increasing background activity. To
first order,our resultsareconsistentwith â€œkâ€•beingindepend
ent of the levelof cylinderbackground.

in the case of FBP (ST mode). Thus, there is an mdi
cation that an investigation with a larger range of sizes
for the cylinder would show that the scatter multiplier
needed for quantification decreases as the cylinder di
ameter increases.

The observed trend can be explained as follows. Let
the direct-window scatter fraction be the number of
scattered events within the direct window divided by
the number ofunscattered gammas in that window and

0
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TABLE2
Theâ€œkâ€•ValueVersusSphereLocation,CylinderSize,andActivityfor ThreeAlgorithmsandTwo Modes:â€œAutomatedâ€•

ROls
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TABLE4
Valueof â€œkâ€•for DifferentCombinationsof AOl Choice.
Sphereon Axis, LargeCylinder,No Background,ML

Algorithm, and ST Mode

Reference-sourceAOl
â€œautomatedâ€•large
(e = 0.11) (e = 0.13)

ActivityerrorCompton

.AlgonthmorNo Comptoncorrection
modeparametercorrectionST

SPâ€œk'0.001

.301.20FBPC+61%+7.8%
+2.0%ML+62%+7.9%

+1.1%.

Calcul

Error=ated
â€”True

.100.
True

TABLE5The
â€œkâ€•Value Versus CylinderActivityfor â€œAutomated

Sphere and Large-Reference-Source ROIs.Off-AxisSphere,
ML Reconstruction and STModeâ€œkâ€•

ValueforSpecific-activity
correctratio

quantification1

0.000.622
0.040.843
0.090.864
0.15 0.91

5 0.20 0.93
6 1.00 1.21

-a
a

1.2

0.8

0.4

Cylinder diameter:
a Large
U Small

On Axis

Sphere â€œautomatedâ€•
AOl large

. The camera efficiency value for a 64 stop, 20 sec per stop,

acquisitionin unitsof millioncountspermillicune.

1.29
1.30

0.73
0.98

Off Axis
s_s Location

FIGURE5
This figure illustrates the effect of cylinder size and sphere
locationon the â€œkâ€•valueusingthe MLalgorithmandSPmode.
The solid line represents the average value. Choosing this
averagefor the scatter multiplierwould be a good first ap
proximation.The smallercylinder,however,does show
slightlyhigherâ€œkâ€•values.

Effect of Size of ROls
Very large ROIs (4 times that of the â€œautomatedâ€•

method)havethefollowingeffects.The variationin the
absolute value of â€œkâ€•is shown in Table 4 for the large
cylinder on axis with no background and ML recon
struction (ST mode). It is seen that with the large
reference-source ROI in combination with the â€œauto
matedâ€•sphere ROl, k decreases to a value of 0.73.

The fact that not only the absolute value of â€œkâ€•but
also its dependence on activity-distribution is affected
by the size of the reference-source ROI is shown in
Table 5. For ML reconstruction in ST mode, the req
uisite â€œkâ€•now increases monotonically as the back
ground-to-sphere specific-activity ratio increases. For
any of the tested combinations of mode and algorithm,
the behavior is of the same form. Using FBP and the
ST mode (not listed), the requisite â€œkâ€•value increases
from an all-study low of 0.38 to 1.25.

Qualitative Effects
The choice of the reconstruction algorithm has little

effect on the average â€œkâ€•value for the different studies
when the ROIs are the small, â€œautomatedâ€•ones. Yet,

TABLE3
â€œTumorâ€•Accuracy

even then it has a recognizable effect on the quality of
the reconstructed images. Figure 6 shows a recon
structed slice through the middle of the sphere for the
0.20 specific activity ratio study comparing ML and
FBPC. A vertical profile for both images located at the
same coordinate shows a smoother pattern in the ML
reconstruction and a noisier pattern in FBPC recon
struction. This result agrees with Reference 13.

DISCUSSION

Our resultsindicate that for @mTcand using â€œtightâ€•
ROIs, a single â€œkâ€•value can be chosen and reasonably
accurate results obtained for a variety of geometrical
and background conditions. The value depends on the
reconstructionmethod and is that listedon the last line
of Table 2. There is some indication that, for greater
accuracy, some dependency of â€œkâ€•on body size (and
perhapson shape,although shapewasn't investigated
here)shouldbe established.

Filtered backprojection produces acceptable results
when the projections are corrected before reconstruc
tion by a method which depends on knowing the activ
ity distribution. Such an approach could lead to a
clinically useful, iterative algorithm but that remains to
be shown. Filtered backprojection followed by Chang
attenuationcorrection leadsto satisfactoryquantitative
accuracy (even in only one iteration). Here, however,
the reconstructed image is noisy outside the sphere.
Therefore, ML reconstruction seems to be the method
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FiGURE 6
Reconstructedslicesthroughthemiddleof thesphereforthestudywitha 0.20specificactivityratio.At leftisa verticalprofile
throughthe middleof the sphereusing FBPC,and at right is the sameprofilefor ML. ML shows a less noisy result.

of choice. In one verification test, this algorithm gives
good results. Its use in subtracted-projections mode is
superior to that in subtracted-tomograms mode for that
test, but it isn't known whether that superiority would
hold over a largerrangeof situations.

The application ofthe basic method to quantification
in cold-spot imaging is possible.The ordinate or spe
cific-activity ratio in Figure 4 would then be extended
beyond 1.0 towards infinity. It isn't possible to predict
the behavior ofthe â€œkâ€•value there from present results.

With our data, we have also shown that the â€œkâ€•value
is reduced from 1.29 to 0.73 by choosing a much larger
ROI for the reference source. It is likely that the â€œkâ€•
valueof0.5 previouslyreportedby Jaszczaketal. would
increase (and thus be closer to our values) iftheir ROIs
were made smaller. Also, in cardiac imaging with 99mTc,
Gall has found his best agreement for experimental
versus expected counts over a range from 6,000 to
12,000 with a â€œkâ€•of 1.0 (14) rather than 1.2â€”1.3 or
0.5. Therefore, values from different investigations do

not disagree so much as depend exactly on the defined
method.

Finally, we could have assumed a model in which
part of the direct-count spectrum tailed into the scatter
window. Such a choice changesthe formulation and

the resultant â€œkâ€•values. It potentially could unfavora
bly affect the constancy of â€œkâ€•when using the â€œauto
matedâ€•ROIs. We feel the present model is a good
choice.

Extension of the method to other isotopes could be
carried out. One could, in fact, assume that with the
â€œautomatedâ€•ROIs the approximate independence of
â€œkâ€•from background and geometry is the same as
found here for 99mTcThen, a single measurement of a
hot sphere in a cold cylinder would determine the
appropriate â€œkâ€•value for the new gamma ray with its
new windows and changed scattering cross sections due
to different energy.

Further measurements on the effect ofseveral param
eters on the scatter multiplier required for quantitative
imaging are also possible. These parameters include:
(a) body size, an extension of present measurements,
(b) body shape, (c) size and shape oftumor, (d) nonuni
form attenuation, and (e) nonuniform background dis
tribution.
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